
BBC Radio Leicester – New Voices – Talent Search Process 
 

Aim  

To attract new talent to the radio station who will represent the community and audience the station 

aspires to attract.  Bring diversity of and an authentic voice to the local air waves. 

 

The successful applicant will receive 

A fixed term contract of 12 months (6 hours per week) and will build on their storytelling/journalist skills 

and present a show. 

 

 

You’ll be the sort of person  

 

Who is full of energy and personality and loves Leicester and Leicestershire with a first-hand knowledge 

and experience of Black communities here.  

 

You’ll have an authentic voice of Leicester and Leicestershire and those communities. 

 

To apply  

 

Come to open auditions on 11th May 2019 at the 2Funky Music Cafe, 23A New Park Street, Leicester LE3 

5NH.  

 

Get well prepared and arrive at the venue in good time. Doors open from 10:00 to register.  

 

Final entry for registration will be 15:00. Last audition will be 16:30. Auditions will be on a first come-first 

served basis, so we cannot guarantee that you’ll be seen, depending on the number of people who want 

to audition.  

 

You will need to give us your contact details and have your photo taken as part of your registration.  

 

You can share that you’re coming to the auditions by adding yourself to our Facebook event, or tagging 

on other social media outlets. Please be aware, this does not register you for the audition – this has to be 

done in person on the day. 

 

If you have a disability and require any additional support on the day of the audition let us know when 

you arrive.  

 

Round One – Auditions 

 

You will hidden from, but perform for, a panel of judges.  

 

You’ll have up to 60 seconds to tell your story*. Without introducing yourself, we’d like to hear about 

your experiences of the Black community in Leicester. It has to be your own story. Each judge will score 

you before you are revealed to them. You then get the chance to give your name. 

 

*See Guidance note below for details 

 

You will not be told on the day if you have got through.  
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Round Two – Longlisting 

 

A long-list of the top performers by score of all who audition will be drawn-up by the BBC Radio Leicester 

management with a Radio2Funky representative, our partners in this process. This will be based on a 

side-by-side review of the top scoring entries. The team will review video and audio recorded in Round 

One to assist them.  

 

Round Three – Your show 

 

Those who are long-listed will be contacted by email within 10 working days of the auditions. Those who 

are not long-listed will not necessarily be contacted by the BBC. We are working with Radio2Funky and 

they may feel differently about contacting those not long-listed, that will be their decision. 

 

We will require the longlisted candidates to come up with a proposal for what kind of content they’d want 

to produce and present in their ideal show. This can be presented on paper, on video, audio – whichever 

presentation platform they wish, but no longer than 3 minutes of audio or two sides of A4 (Min. size 11 

font). This will be considered in terms of how creative the ideas are, how insightful for the audience and 

how translatable for Social Media and podcast. We will provide the deadline for this when we contact the 

long-list. 

 

Nine people will be shortlisted to go onto the next round. All long-listed candidates will contacted by 

email.  

 

Round Four – On Air demo 

 

Nine people will be chosen, and each will be required to host a live 20 minutes slot on the show.  

 

They will be given the time and support to create some of the content they pitched in Round Three. 

 

After the on-air demo, a successful candidate will be chosen. 

 

What happens next?  

 

All the candidates will be contacted within 10 working days of the on-air demo.  

 

The winner will become the full-time host of the Wednesday evening programme for the period detailed 

below. 

 

Unsuccessful candidates may still have opportunities with Radio2Funky, that will be their decision. 

 

Working for the BBC  

 

If you are successful in being selected for this opportunity you will be employed part-time by the BBC on 

a 12-month fixed-term contract.  

 

You’ll be working a 6-hour week, 3 hours of which are on-air on Wednesdays, and you will be expected to 

manage the remaining time with support.  

 

Appropriate training will be given and this will include core craft skills, health and safety and editorial 

guidelines and you’ll be supported by BBC producers. 

 

Click here to find out more about working for the BBC.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/careers/
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BBC Radio Leicester – NEW VOICES - Terms and Conditions 

 

Terms and Conditions 

  

 You will be responsible for meeting your own travel expenses to the auditions.  

 

 There is no parking at the 2Funky Music Café, but there are public car parks within 0.5 miles. 

There are bus stops near the venue. Click here for venue information.  

 

 No food will be provided at the auditions. There will be tea, coffee and water provided. You might 

have to queue outside so please check the weather and wear appropriate clothing.  

 

 Successful auditionees will be contacted, and names may be publicised on BBC Radio, possibly TV 

and online.  

 

 Unsuccessful auditionees will not be contacted.  

 

 You may be filmed and audio recorded by the BBC, and your audition may be used by the BBC for 

broadcast and/or appear on BBC online websites as well as official BBC social media accounts.  

 

 You will need to be 18 or over before 10th May 2019 and be eligible to work in the UK. Proof of 

ID/age will be required if shortlisted. 

 

 This is your one and only chance to audition. No other dates are available on this occasion and 

you need to have registered by 15:00. Last audition will be by 16:30, and there is no guarantee 

that you’ll be seen, depending on the number of people who want to audition.  

 

 The Judging panel’s decisions will be final, we cannot enter into any discussion or correspondence 

with regards to choices made. 

 

 There is no payment or expenses for the audition or any rounds of the process.  

 

 The BBC reserves the right to disqualify you if you have supplied untruthful, inaccurate or 

misleading personal details and/or information, or have failed to abide by these terms and 

conditions.  

 

 We may use the information you provide to verify your age and identity.  

 

 We are not able to answer any questions by email or otherwise about the auditions as all the 

information you require is on this page.  

 

 The BBC reserves the right to refuse anyone entry to the venue - 2Funky Music Café. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/2Funky+Music+Cafe/@52.6323895,-1.1449343,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x91b3f289799c7d1c!8m2!3d52.6323895!4d-1.1449343
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BBC Radio Leicester – NEW VOICES – *Guidance for Auditions 

 

 

You’ll be the sort of person:  

 

Who is full of energy and personality and loves Leicester and Leicestershire with a first-hand knowledge 

and experience of Black communities here.  

 

You’ll have an authentic voice of Leicester and Leicestershire and those communities. 

 

You’ll be working on the radio, so, in your 60 second story the judges will be looking for: 

 

Clarity of voice and delivery (it doesn’t matter if you have an accent) 

 

Engaging and entertaining style 

 

Awareness of the audience for the African and Caribbean Programme 

 

A story that is structured and compelling 


